
CONSERVING RMS FRANCONIA (I923L
A 1:48 SCALE MODEL OF THE CUNARD LINER

Volunteers from the Maritime Ship Modelers' Guild of
Halifax, Nova Scotia, are engaged in a model conservation
program at the Maritime Museum of the Atlantic (MMA).
In late 2003, they queried Marven Moore, then Manager
of Collections, about restoring the original builder's model
of the Cunard liner Franconia. This vessel, the second of
three Cunarders with identical names, became famous for
around-the-world cruises in the 1920s and '30s. As a troop
ship during World War II, she took part in the evacuations
ofNorway and France and the invasion of Sicily, and served
as Winston Churchill's headquarters at Yalta in 1945. Her
last years were sent bringing immigrants to Canada. Fran-
conia was scrapped at Inverkeithing, Scotland, by Thos.
W. Ward in December 1956.

Donated by Cunard in 1955, the 12' lOW' (3.9m) length
overall model and its display case were badly damaged dur-
ing a move to different warehouses when the MMA was
homeless. The model resided in storage at the museum
since it opened in 1982.Volunteers John Green, Bill Moore,
and John Anderson met with Marven Moore to conduct a

general damage survey and repair feasibility study in No-
vember 2003. They concluded that restoring Franconia
was possible and, after adding four more members to the
team, began the project on 7 January 2004.

John Green, Bill Moore, and Anderson did the basic prep
work. Ron Marsh conserved the metal fittings such as
winches, vents, ladders, window frames, porthole rings,
cranes, and anchors. Tom Power restored the lifeboat sta-
tions and the masting and rigging (Figures IA.B). Gerald
Wright and Andrew Green cleaned the model. Each mem-
ber redid the railings in his area as work progressed.

When the ship's drawings from Scotland were delayed,
the team made sketches of the model, dividing it into sec-
tions labeled II All through liE II Each had catalog and
deficiency sheets. As a fitting was removed, it received a
permanent reference code that was entered on the control
sheets along with pertinent data. The ship's funnel and
rigging were boxed, as were the handrail components to
maintain control over the parts inventory.

After removing all the fittings, the team dry brushed and



(Above) The builder's model of the Cunard liner
Franconia (1923) was heavily damaged in 1960
when the display case fell on it during a move
from one museum to another. The model is 12'
10%" (3.9 m) length overall with a 16%" (420
mm) beam at the forward bulkhead of the main
deckhouse. The model was built in Scotland at
the same time as the ship. Courtesy Derek Har-
rison, Maritime Museum of the Atlantic, Nova
Scotia, Canada. M55.3

Figure 1A - (inset) The starboard
Boat Deck just aft of the funnel
with lifeboat stations knocked out
of place, broken cradles, and nails
pulled out.

Figure 1B - (below left) Starboard
view of the aft mast and lifeboat
stations on C-Deck. The aft edge
of the Boat Deck is to the right. All
three lifeboat stations are detached
and the port and starboard shrouds
pulled out of their eyebolts in the
deck. The port side railing (in the
background) is loose and bent.

THE BUILDER'S MODEL
Built in 1923 using the lift method, Franconia's 311 (75

em) square pine boards are laid up with either fish or
hide glue. The fore peak and stern are the same thick-
ness, but the stock is solid to about 12" (30 em) from the
stem and stern at the sheer or deckline. Four bulkheads
built from 3" square pine brace the hollow hull and have
prevented it from distorting. The bottom of a wooden

davit pad bears thename fiG. Watt -1923" in pencil.
The top ofthe hull is C-Ded.: at the sheer strake, with upper decks

markedB, A, Boat, Bridge, and Observation. All the components on
Co,B-, and A-Decks came away as individual sections when the model
was dismantled. Substrates for the Boat Deck area and decks directly
underneath are comprised of two pine deck clamps with 6" by gilby
11/2" (3.75 em) thick cambered center blocks attached with large
slotted steel wood screws. The fore deck at C-Ievel also has this sub-
strate.

The two islands at the end of the triple-decked structure rest on
B·Deck, with the same deck clamps and Connector blocks screwed
down. The cabins and structures are solid pine blocks with holes
bored for portholes and mortises chiseled to accept windows and
doors. The paneled mahogany doors have brass knobs and are beveled
on the back to appear slightly open.

The cellulose (plastic) decking is well designed. It has clearly
scribed plank lines, blackened edges simulating caulking, and scribed
margin planks next to the waterways on all deck levels.

The superb anchor and cargo winches are builtin brass, copper,
and bronze. The hand cranks on the lifeboat davitsar:t functional,
moving the boats outboard. Double and multi-paned windows have
brasstrames with retainer tracks to secure colored inserts. The
telegraphs, binnacles, and the ship's pilothouse wheel are well scaled
and made. The wood wheel on the Docking Bridge was missing, so
a new one was fabricated.



Figure 2 - (right) Deck levels from the bottom up show that D-Deck has collapsed
into the black portion of the hull; C-Deck has a crushed stern, warped decking, and
broken and twisted rails; B-Deck has damaged handrails, chipped paint, and doors
broken or loose; A-Deck has loose lifeboat stations with broken cradles and hard-
ware, and the forward starboard corner of the house roof is crushed with mouldings
broken or torn away; the wings on the Docking Bridge have twisted and detached
from their support stanchions, and the brass railings are loose and badly twisted. The
ship's wheel and telegraph are detached, but the damaged binnacle is still in place.
The grating at the helmsman's station is broken, and the moulding around the house
is torn away, crushed, or cracked.

vacuumed as much dirt off the model as possible. An ex-
tremely heavy coating of coal dust covered several layers of
baked-on dirt. Wearing masks and gloves for safety/ the team
used a solution of Ivory dishwashing liquid and water on the
blackened layer. Three applications later, they switched to
the conservator's soap Orvus (sodium lauryl sulfate) so as
not to damage unprotected components/ and began remov-
ing the upper decks, which were placed in storage.

On March 12, the model was lifted from its original dis-
play base and moved to a custom-built mobile worktable.
Museum carpenter and artisan/ Steven Gillis, restored the
base in his shop. By the third week in April, the model was
rolled upstairs to a new workshop with full spectrum fluo-
rescent bulbs (NRT 50:3).When the original builder's drawings
arrived/ they were pinned on the wall behind the model for
easy reference.

Everything removed from Franconia was rechecked to en-
sure it was properly tagged/ coded, and in the correct section
box. From early May through late September, John Green,
Bill Moore/ and Anderson worked on the stripped hull. In
early summer/ Wright joined their team. Lynn-Marie Richard,
Registrar/ saw that supplies were always obtained promptly.

Cleaning the Decks
Every cellulose-based (plastic) scribed deck was fastened

to a plywood substrate. The deck was painted goldj the
perimeter boards covering the plastic-plywood joints were
stained a dark brown. Substrates for the Boat Deck area and

Figure 3 - (left) A view of the First-Class
Smoking Lounge aft in Section F from the for-
ward starboard corner. The deck head is
crushed, its mouldings splintered, the fore cor-
ner droops because the supporting stanchions
are loose, and the brass railing is loose and
badly bent. The handrails on both sides of the
Ship's Hospital are bent and those on the roof
are loose and bent. The top and bottom cradles
of both lifeboat stations are broken on the in-
board side, the davits are loose, and some
cracking is noticeable.

decks directly underneath were comprised of two pine deck
clamps with 6" by 8" by 1W' (3.75 cm) thick cambered cen-
ter blocks attached with large slotted steel wood screws. The
fore deck at C-Ievel also had this substrate.

The decks were stored flat and weighted to encourage
proper realignment, as they were badly warped and cracked
(Figure 2). For the fifth through seventh cleansing, the team
used Orvus and tepid water after separating the plastic decks
from their substrates. During the process, they encountered
accumulations of cement and epoxy-type adhesives, some
original to the model and others added later. Scrubbing uten-
sils included soft toothbrushes, artists/ brushes/ cheesecloth,
and cotton swabs for corners and tight spots. Cement rem-
nants were carefully scraped off using dental picks. The
decking responded to cleaning and all sections were useable.
The team/s goal was to replace as much of the model's orig-
inal components as possible.

They elected not to use cements or glues to repair the nu-
merous cracks in the plastic decks. Instead, they closed them
with a transparent/ nonacidic tape manufactured by 3M.
Working on the underside of the decks/ they drew the cracks
together/ taped across them every inch (2.5 cmL then ran
longer lengths from end to end. Once the decks were re-
mounted/ the tape was pressed tightly against the substrate.

The model's underwater hull was in good condition ex-
cept for a section at the turn of the bilge on the port side.
Wright duplicated a replacement in basswood, while a paint
company matched the hulh red oxide antifouling paint.



When the patch was faired in and painted, it became invis-
ible.

The topsides were a different matter. Some of the 6S6
brass porthole rings were driven in too deeply, while others
were flush with the surface. Only about 15 percent were at
the proper elevations with faces proud of the surface. Most
were in bad need of repairs and cleaning. When the rings
were removed, the adjacent paint chipped extensively, re-
vealing some type of plaster or slurry serving as a base for
the paint. Chris Lavergne, senior conservator and Dan Con-
linj Curator of History, agreed that Bondo, a premixed auto
body filler, was acceptable to smooth the hull. The result
was superb. The team then applied two coats of oil-based
primer and two of marine enamel as the final finish.

In places, the stained perimeter boards around the decks
were smashed. The team removed them, replaced the miss-
ing portions with basswood, and faired the pieces to the sheer
strake. The gold paint on all but two decks was chalky and
simply rubbed off during the washing. With the porthole and
portlight rings removed, the team considered repainting, as
no other option was available. Lavergne and Conlin con-
curred, and the conservators had a can of alkyd enamel mixed
to match the original gold. The match was so perfect that
no one could detect the difference.

Reconditioning the Metalwork
Reconditioning the metalwork, an exacting 400-hour taskj

fell to Ron Marshj who dismantled the pieces and cleaned
them with Orvus and water. With the dirt gonej he saw that
the original brass plating had worn off many pipe ventsj
winches, and anchor chain linksj revealing brass, copper, and
bronze components. Lavergne and Conlin gave permission
to replate where necessary. Marsh outsourced the work.

He cleaned the brass porthole rings and cabin window
frames with Orvus and tepid water, then polished them with
jewelersj rouge by hand or using a polishing wheel in a rotary
handpiece. Three other volunteers and Andrew Green as-
sisted Marsh. Green also cleanedj polishedj and straightened
brass railing wires, painted deck heads (underside of deck
above ones head)j and made replacements for broken fittings
(Figure 3).

The lifeboat stationsj appearing almost dark gray instead
of goldj required repeated cleansing with Orvus and tepid
water and delicate handling. Tom Power undertook the task,
working alone to achieve a uniform finish. He brightened
some units by applying the custom gold paint thinned 50
percent. He also rerigged the davits, as the original cordage
was badly stained and too weak to reuse.

The team partially reassembled Franconia for a special
ceremony with Cunard-Carnival Lines representatives on
26 September 2004. Guests included Commodore Ronald W.
Warwickj master of the Queen Mary 2. Impressed with the
work done on the model, he made several visits to the Con-
servation Shop in late September and early October. During
this period, the team reinstalled the porthole rings and win-
dow frames, rebuilt four Promenade Deck window units,
and repaired the wheelhouse and part of the aft Docking
Bridge.

In early Novemberj Moore and Wright refitted D-Deck aft
and C-Deck aft, then began rebuilding their railings using
most of the original brass wire and stanchions. These items
were thoroughly scrubbed with stiff brushes dipped in Orvus
and tepid water, then polished with jewelersj rouge and a
flannel cloth. Most wire was straightened by running it back
and forth over the edge of a hardwood block. Some stubbo~n
pieces were anchored in a bench vise and stretched to
straighten. New wood handrails completed the railings.

During the process, the team discovered that the substrate
of B-Deck aft had warped in the direction opposite to its orig-
inal camber. To solve that problem, they placed the substrate
on a flat surfacej mist-sprayed it with water, and applied
weight to press the plywood into shape. Meanwhile, they
made a perimeter board with the proper camber and routed
a slot for the substrate-plastic deck assembly. Once the wood
dried, the decks were rejoined and slipped into the groove.

By the end of the monthj the substrate for B-Deck aft was
secured and most fittings on D-Deck remounted. The team
was on schedule and had a wooden time capsule built to seal
in Franconia's hull. The box contained copies of the daily
log sheetsj a work summary, photos of the volunteer team and
progress photos wrapped in acid-proofpaperj and a new Cana-
dian dollar coin and Bluenose ten-cent coin. Reinstalling the
decks continued without incident. The funnelj painted red
with black top, required no touching up.

One serious challenge was the constant shrinking and ex-
pansion of components. Once a piece was removedj it
developed varied responses to being free after an SO-yearcon-
finement. The team learned that the simplest way to correct
distortions was to look carefully at each piecej see which fit-
tings and structures were exerting the stressj then very slowly
loosen them. Once the troublesome part was manipulated
into place, the loose units were slowly retightened. The com-
ponents were extremely delicatej making the job a bit nerve
racking.

Just before Christmas, the team inventoried fittings to
make sure that the number to install matched those in stor-



Figure 4A - (left) Starboard view of the Monkey Island on C-Deck forward. The
deck's support stanchions are broken and the length of the deck head (under-
side of deck above one's head) is twisted. Hardware from both lifeboat stations
is loose and some smaller pieces are broken. The foremast rigging is adrift, the
lift tackle on the booms is broken, and some fittings are damaged. The signal
flag halyards are torn and badly knotted. The brass railing is loose and twisted.

Figure 4B - (right) Repaired Monkey Island.

Figure 5 - (below) Restored Boat Deck.

age boxes. They met with Lavergne to discuss proper wood
fillers to fair the side panels that joined various decks. He
recommended Poly-Fix, but the team elected to make V1611

(1.5mm) half-round mouldings to hide the seams. Old cap
rails around the two flag lockers under the bridge wings were
removed to facilitate remounting the lockers.

The railings on the aft section of B-Deck were difficult to
install and keep stabilized. Its warped substrate became a
factor, as the deck hooked to another piece via an inline gate
before going forward to meet the windows on the Prome-
nade Deck. Then the deck on the Monkey Island started to
distort again because it was not secured tightly enough (Fig-
ures 4A-B).The team pressed it flat against the substrate as
they nailed lifeboat stations, stanchions, and cradles into po-
sition. They used larger brads because the original nail holes
had distorted. To compensate for the pressure from the deck-
ing, the team dipped the nails in fish glue to guarantee that
they would not pull out.

To stabilize the warped aft Docking Bridge, the team re-
placed its substrate with W' (3.0mm) marine plywood, then
painted the underside white on the bridge wings. They set

extra brass screws in the substrate to improve how the wings
aligned and to relieve stress on their support stanchions. Fish
glue reinforced the screws.

The glazing in the front windows of the wheelhouse was
not repairable, so the team made new panes from clear Lexan
film. They skim-coated the wheelhouse with diluted gold
enamel to freshen it up before refitting the windows and
frames. After mounting the ship's wheel, binnacle, and tele-
graph, a binnacle and two rows of fire pails were returned to
the Observation Deck.

Steady as She Goes
Reassembling the model required that the team wear

gloves. Many components continued to exhibit signs of dis-
tortion, reacting to even the slightest touch. Once more, the
stresses on them had to be readjusted. The cleaned but not
replated brightwork tarnished quickly, including the angle
stanchions fore and aft of the Promenade Deck windows.
The team repeatedly brightened the parts with Twinkle and
polished them with jewelers' rouge until they stabilized.
They discussed applying a sealer or fixative with the cura-
torial staff, but the conservation rules prohibited coating the
fittings. Only Orvus, Twinkle, or jewelers' rouge were ap-
proved.

During February 2005, the lifeboat stations were mounted
and rigged with new white thread. Upon seeing the repair,
Lavergne and Conlin wanted the cordage darker to reflect
the model's age, so the lines were stained in situ using an



acrylic wash. The incident further reinforced the need for
total communication between volunteers and museum staff
(Figure 5).

Reinstating the railings took an unusual amount of time,
too. Constantly straightening and stretching the wires made
them delicate and difficult to handle. Cap rails were sealed
and stained with an oil-based colored varnish. While the
temptation was great to leave the repaired railings, lifeboat
stations, masts, and rigging looking like new, the team aged
them with stains and washes to match the model's overall
appearance (Figure 6).

The best way to explain the complexity of this restora-
tion would be to reprint the model's daily log sheets, but
reading them would prove tedious. Suffice to say that by
March, after inspecting the model for deficiencies, Power re-
ceived clearance to proceed with final rigging. Unfortunately,
the stays and shrouds continually went slack after succes-
sive attempts to stabilize them. The team concluded that
the masts were never properly stepped, so they drilled pilot
holes through the mast coats, then drove steel pins into the
substrate to prevent the masts from sinking into the hull.
They have been perfectly stable ever since.

During May, four areas near the turn of the bilge were re-
sealed, as the initial repair was not satisfactory. Conlin granted
permission to properly seal and paint those areas. The paint
supplier had already matched the red oxide on the rudder, so
the hull was lightly skim-coated with it after being sealed
with industrial strength BIMsupplied by the carpentry shop.

The model's conservation concluded at noon on 18 Mayaf-
ter 2,506 collective man-hours. JohnAnderson, who was taken
seriously ill, passed away two days later. Franconia was placed
in its restored display case and put on exhibit in the museum's
Age of Steam gallery. A special rededication ceremony was
held for the model on 3 October 2005.
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